Robotic guided medical system requires efficient mechanism of compression of Region of Diagnostics Interest (RODI) in medical images to overcome the tradeoff among efficiency and time which is a computationally challenging task. This task involves the requirement of suitable noise filtering, segmentation, critical feature selection especially at corners of RODI and encoding process. This paper proposes a framework namely ICRODI to evaluate a hybrid approach of compression for region of diagnostic interest in Brain MRI as well as for rest of the region. The approaches used are median filter, thresholding as pre-processing and fuzzy c-mean clustering, Harris corner detection, s-shape fuzzy for segmentation and feature point selection optimization. Further alpha hull of the convex hull is used for getting the volume of the mass and finally the wavelet co-efficient based compression is applied. The effectiveness of the proposed ICRODI is validated by evaluating MSE and PSNR for both RODI and Non-ROSI. The average value of the PSRN for RODI is found approximately 49 % higher as compared to the non-RODI and MSE of the RODI is reduced by approximately 33% as compared to the non-RODI after simulating the process on a numerical simulation platform. The achieved results are quite promising and could be optimized for the VLSI implementation in future.
In the world of ubiquitous computing many advanced medical systems have been visualized on the basis technologies such as robotics, artificial intelligence, advanced communication and Network system etc., along with digital image processing 1, 2 . There exist limitations of bandwidth to transfer a high dimension data of real-time medical images. Therefore, an efficient technique to be developed to transfer only region of diagnostic interest (RODI) through the communication channel without losing its essential features. The first requirement towards achieving this goal is to adopt a suitable noise reduction method for the Brain-MRI which improvises the signal to noise (SNR) by keeping both spatial and contrast resolution optimal. The suitable noise reduction method ultimately improvises the significance of critical diagnostics 3 . The work of Majumdar et al 8 have developed different models of noises for realization of the filtering as well as extraction of the some textural along with geometric feature of the image. The noise reduction further could be enhanced for the better vision. The automatic segmentation is an open research problem for the brain MRI as it a quite challenging task due to heterogeneity into the geometric contour of tumor tissues as well as the overlapping similarity among even normal tissues and tumor 4, 5 . In past many semi-automatic and automatic method for the segmentations are proposed where mostly a technique of global thresholding is used which exhibit potential error 6, 7 . To overcome these error the methods of active contour (AC) is used 9, 10, 11 . In order to extract the critical mass RODI, these methods exploit the primary contours, whereas the accurate positioning of these contour is of high importance due to non-alignment tendency of the energy release. To overcome this the contour is localized to the approximation of the RODI and avoid the wrong edge which might be arises due to various artifacts as well as the noises. The proposed ICRODI, in this paper is motivated by the work by Jiyo et al (2016), 12 for the automatic segmentation mainly for bone critically from the CT-images used in the diagnostic of spine disorders. Like 12 , ICRODI extract features from the Brain-MRI to build the initial level of contour which is further converted into fuzzy corner metric (FCM) on the basis of the intensity of the Brain MRI input image data. The ICRODI uses s-Shape convex hull as Alpha hull for the corners detection optimization and finally wavelet based image coding is done to get optimal PSNR and MSE for the RODI as compared to the non-RODI region as these regions are not very critical from the view point of diagnosis.
The proposed framework for the ICRODI takes the advantages of median filtering for the noise reduction and uses thresholding technique for the contrast enhancement. The segmentation and feature selection is optimized by exploiting the optimality of the fuzzy c-mean clustering for layered segmentation which is further optimized for the corner point feature selection using Harris corner detection followed by the s-shaped fuzzy corner optimization to get the critical mass of the RODI by getting alpha hull of convex hull and finally the compression process of image encoding is adopted using wavelet. The section 2.0 provides details of the related work in the same filed, section 3.0 illustrates the process model of ICRODI, section 4.0 describes the algorithms used in ICRODI, section 5.0 provides the results and analysis of the ICRODI for a given dataset to compute performance metrics of the model such as PSNR and MSE, followed by section 6.0 a conclusion, which also discuss the future scope of the work.
Related Work
The effective mechanism of compression of the region of interest with critical diagnosis of the particular region in different medical images are a critical topic of research to have advantages for the optimal uses of the disk storage, transmission of the image data through a constraints bandwidth channels as well as for many advance medical systems [Cite Madam Previous work if nay else cite a paper which talks importance of the work].Few recent work on the compression of region of interest is takes here to under the current line of research in the related domain. The approach of ROI localization and then compression approach is studied by Liaghati et al (2016) for hyperspectral image to meet the challenges pose by the communication channels constraints. They have proposed lossless compression mechanism for the ROI by adopting bi-level block maping to get most probable blocks using optimized Huffman coding technique. Their method promises significant improvement over JBIG2 and JPEG 2000 when applied on ROI maps 13 . Apart from another image the study has been carried out on the medical image. The work of Dong et al(2016) claims to have a GUI based tool where the ROI can be extracted from the slide images and provision lossless compression to the extracted ROI as well claims 40 times higher compression ratio. The model was validated by block matching approach for detecting malaria cells from the whole slide images and exhibits better result as compared to Bzip2, Shape-Adaptive Jpeg 2000(SAJPEG2) which provides new vision for the medical images to intact the complex geometry 14 . Yee et al (2017) have focused on the compression requirement of growing amount of medical images from the storage view point manageability. They have proposed a new format called "Better Portable Graphics (BGP)". They divide the input image into ROI and Non-ROI then apply lossless BPG to ROI then by combining they create a final image and found improvement approx. 10 to 25% in the compression as compared to the traditional method for medical image compression 15 . The work on especially Brain-MRI tumor detection then Tumor region compression along lack in the literatures, whereas few significant primary work is found into work of Vilas et al (2016) 16 and many other details is found towards tumor analysis in brain MRI in the work of Bauer et al (2013) 17 . The section 3.0 explain the process flow of the prosed model of ICRODI.
Process Model of ICRODI
The
The component wise processing blocks of the ICRODI is shown in the fig.2 below, which include the operations of non-linear digital filtering of the input Brain-MRI images using median filter for the noise reduction followed by the contrast enhancement using thresholding.
For the dimension reduction an approach of layer segmentation is adopted with customized function development. The most critical aspect of handling fuzzy ness and principal components of the features on the corner a Harris corner point detection mechanism is used followed by the optimization using Fuzzy Corner Point is used to consider the important points which are not taken into previous steps of feature extraction/ selection and finally the Alpha Hull Based Active Contour System optimization is performed. Finally, compression and reconstruction are done using wavelet. Section 5.0 illustrates the values of PSNR and MSE for the test Brain MRI images. ... (2) The S -Shaped membership function while optimization of the feature points is a mapping on vector I. The parameter x and y locate the extreme of the sloped portion of the curve. The ... (3) The optimization of the active contour method is motivated by the work of 12 , which is to minimize the following energy in eq. (4).
Algorithms used in ICRODI

...(4)
The typical corner detection includes the cornerness evaluation using Hariss corner, where the fuzzy approach is used to optimize the corner matrix and further convex hull is created. This convex hull is optimized for handing sharp converters in the tumor region in BrainMRI.
Results and Analysis
In order to evaluate the effective of the performance of the ICRODI two performance metrics are taken into consideration 1) Peak Signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and 2) Mean square error (MSE). The average of the PSNR and MSE of both RODI and non-RODI is tabulated in the table 1 and the fig. 2 illustrates the intermediate results of each process.
The fig 3 and fig 4 shows the comparative graph of both RODI and non-RODI portion of Brain MRI for PSNR and MSE respectively.
It is found that the average of PSNR values of RODI from four different images is 155.24 and of Non-RODI is 25.04, that means the improvement into image quality after compression (R,G,B)←Distribute input to output(Pick corner) 6.
Apply Alpha Hull as convex hull a.
[Vertex, Boundary]←Compute Alpha shape of point set (X, R ), X= coordinate, R= Probe radius b.
Tumor←segment image into foreground and background using active contour 7.
Compression a.
Apply true compression of images using wavelets b. Reconstruct c.
Compute PSNR, MSE The method proposed here can be optimized further to evalaute the bit per pixel to meet the channel contrainst so that without loosing more significant bit teh data can travelk with the limited bandwidth and can truley satisfy the need to RODI image lossless compression. In order to see its realization in real time syncronized application an approach of field programmable gate array(FPGA) approach is planned in the future work as an extension, where the optimization of power and time will be the prime objective function along with the BPP, PSNR and MSE.
COnClusIOn
This paper mainly focuses on the effective compression mechanism on the Brain-MRI images especially on the region of interest which are important from the diagnostic view point by exploiting the optimal method noise filtration, segmentation and feature detection. The method is evaluated for the many Brain-MRI images which having tumor into it by computing the value of PSNR and MSE and found that it exhibits better result to be promising as lossless characteristic. In future a very large scale integrated circuit (VLSI) implementation of the method is planned with FPGA realization with an objective of optimal fast computation to make it synchronized with the real-time advance medical operations. 
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